Searching for the New Wave of Japanese Studies in Social Sciences

Nov. 10, Weds.
Yale University, 10 Sachem Room 105

Conference 15:00- (Reception 18:00-)

Presenters
Kazuo Seiyama (Department of Sociology, University of Tokyo)
"Is it still meaningful to study the Japanese society?"

Shin Arita (Institute of Social Science, University of Tokyo)
"What Determines People’s Income and Subjective Social Status? – A Comparative Study of Social Stratification in Japan, Korea and Taiwan"

Karen Nakamura (Department of Anthropology, Yale University)
"Japan Anthropology in the 21st Century and Beyond – New Frontiers in the Social Science of Japan?"

Discussants
William Kelly (Department of Anthropology, Yale University)
Hiroshi Ishida (Institute of Social Science, University of Tokyo)

Moderator
Sawako Shirahase (Department of Sociology, University of Tokyo)

Nov. 11, Thur.
Yale University, Henry R. Luce Hall Room 203

Workshop for young scholars 13:00-17:00

The conference is supported by Todai-Yale Initiative and the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (Scientific Research (S) 20223004).